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ARM & HAMMER™ COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
Church & Dwight Co., Inc.
500 Charles Ewing Blvd. Ewing, New Jersey 08625 1.800.236.4175
For technical information visit, www.ahprofessional.com

WHAT IS OXICLEAN?
OxiClean™ is a Versatile Stain Remover
in a powder form that is activated when
added to water (warm or hot water work
best - Do not boil). Oxygen is released
and targets the stains, rather than the
fabric, removing many tough stains on
water-washable clothing, carpet,
upholstery, and hard surfaces both
inside and outside facilities.
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OxiClean Versatile
Stain Remover
Item # 57037-00069
Pack: 4/7.22 lb.

OxiClean Versatile
Stain Remover
Item # 57037-01211
Pack: 12/1.5 lb.

OxiClean Versatile
Stain Remover
Item # 33200-84012
Pack: 1/30 lb.
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INDOOR
Carpet Cleaning
Large stains help threatening to change the pattern of your carpet to yuck? Use OxiClean™
Versatile Stain Remover to remove tough-to-get-out carpet stains! Fill to line 1 per 16 ounces
of water. Remove excess stains before treating. Apply only enough solution to saturate stain.
Allow solution to stand 1-5 minutes. Do not allow solution to dry on fabrics. Blot with white towel.
Repeat until stain is not visible. Rinse carpet with clean water and blot until dry. Use only on
water-washable rugs.
Upholstery Cleaning
Oh no! A spill has gotten all over that chair in the lobby! Don’t worry, with OxiClean Versatile Stain
Remover you can get your upholstery looking stylish and clean again. Remove excess stains
before treating. Fill to line 1 per 16 ounces of water. Do not apply solution directly on stain.
Apply with clean white towel and use towel to blot out stain. Repeat until stain is not visible.
Then, dampen a clean white towel with water and blot area to rinse. Use only on water-washable
upholstery.
Dishwashers
Fill to line 4 per gallon of water. Mix until completely dissolved. Use warmest water possible.
Use solution within six hours. Apply using a cloth, sponge, brush, or by pouring solution directly
onto surface. Let stand 30 min. Scrub as needed. For large surfaces, work with small areas, so
solution does not dry on the surface. Rinse well with cool water.
Hard Surfaces
For use on Grout, Ice Chests, Linoleum, Concrete and other hard surfaces to help remove stains
and soils. Fill scoop to Line 4 per gallon of water. (Follow instructions on package.) For some
surfaces, like grout, a more concentrated paste may be used. Apply using a cloth, sponge, brush,
or by pouring solution directly onto surface. Let stand 5-30 min. Scrub as needed. For large
surfaces, work with small areas, so solution does not dry on the surface. Rinse with clean water
and blot until dry. Use solution within 6 hours.
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OUTDOOR
Outdoor
Fill to line 4 per gallon of water. Note: for some surfaces, a more concentrated solution/paste may
be used. Pour or sponge OxiClean Versatile Stain Remover from a bucket onto awnings, siding
and decks. Allow the solution to stand 5-30 minutes. Scrub as required. Rinse well with cool
water. Work small areas so that your solution doesn’t dry on the surface. *Only use on unfinished
wood decks.
Patio Furniture
Outdoor spaces can be a second living space, and why shouldn’t they be just as clean? Keep
patio furniture clean with OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover. Fill to line 4 per gallon of water.
Note: for some surfaces, a more concentrated solution/paste may be used. APPLY using a cloth,
sponge, brush or by pouring solution directly onto surface. Let stand 5-30 min. Scrub as needed.
For large surfaces, work with small areas so solution does not dry on the surface. Rinse well with
cool water.
Trash Cans
Just because trash cans are for trash doesn’t mean they need to look trashy! Keep your trash
cans fresh and clean with OxiClean Versatile Stain Remover. Fill to line 4 per gallon of water.
Apply using a cloth, sponge, brush or by pouring solution directly into the trash can. Scrub as
needed. Do not soak metals; work with small areas so solution does not dry on the surface.
Rinse thoroughly with cool water. Rinse metal immediately.
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How OxiClean Versatile Stain Remover
Removes Stains
Unique bubbling
oxygen bleach helps
to break down
protein bonds
and decolorizes
grass stains
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Powerful pH-boosting
sodium carbonate
softens and separates
layers of clay and soil

Use This Powerful Combination All Around Your Facility

A special surfactant
helps emulsify and
wash away oily
organic compounds

Anti-redisposition
agents prevent stain
particles from settling
anywhere else
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STAINS
Removing Motor Oil
Getting motor oil out with OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover. Working around the house or
on your car is hard work, and it can produce some tough motor oil stains. But don’t sweat the
mess, with OxiClean Versatile Stain Remover you can tackle those tough stains and messes. Fill
scoop to line 4 per 1 gallon of water. Submerge stained items in solution after dissolved. Soak for
1-6 hours depending on severity of stain, some stains may require more time to soak. For best
results, soak for 6 hours.
Removing Ink
Always follow package directions for measuring and using OxiClean. For best results do a
presoak. Mix OxiClean and water. Soak 1-6 hours. Wash as normal with detergent and OxiClean.
Removing Blood
If you need to remove a blood stain, act fast! Treat the stain as quickly as possible, and follow
this easy process for the best results:
• Remove any excess blood stain by rinsing with cool water before pre-soaking the item.
• Fill the OxiClean™ scoop to line 4 per 1 gallon of water and mix well. For fresh blood stains, 		
use cold water. When using cold water first, dissolve OxiClean in 16 ounces of hot water, then 		
add cold.
• Once the OxiClean™ has fully dissolved, submerge the blood-stained items. For best results, 		
soak for 6 hours.
• Once stain is no longer visible, wash as normal with detergent and OxiClean™ Versatile
Stain Remover.
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STAINS
Removing Grease
From fried chicken to pizza or olive-oil soaked baguette slices, there are far too many chances
to get a grease stain on your clothes. Grease stains are from fat or lipids, which are insoluble in
water and also really good at grabbing onto the fibers of your clothing. This makes getting grease
stains out one of your tougher laundry challenges. Removing a grease stain is not nearly as easy
as acquiring it, but with OxiClean™ as your secret weapon for grease stain removal you can get
tough stains out. If you need to remove a grease stain on clothing, follow these steps:
• Mix a solution of OxiClean™ and water. Fill the scoop to the Line 4 per gallon of water.
Follow the instructions on the package and mix until completely dissolved.
• Submerge stained items in the OxiClean™ solution.
• Soak for 1-6 hours. For best results, soak for the full 6 hours. Grease needs a lot of coaxing.
• After soaking, wash with your detergent and a scoop of OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover 		
added to the drum with your clothes.
Removing Coffee
What if you have a large coffee spill, like more than a dribble or a spot? It happens. In this case,
soak the entire linen in OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover™.
• Add one scoop filled to Line 2 of OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover™ per gallon of water.
Let dissolve completely.
• Add your coffee-stained linens to the tub and soak them for between 1 and 6 hours.
Heavier stains may require longer soak time. For best results, soak for 6 hours.
• Transfer the linens from the soak to your washer, and wash as you normally would, using 		
detergent. Add a scoop of OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover™ directly to the drum
with your clothes for added stain-fighting power.
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STAINS
Removing Makeup
For larger or more stubborn makeup stains, especially those that have dried, set-in, or left an oily
residue, you’ll want to soak the entire garment in OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover for several
hours. It’s safe to do this with OxiClean™ because it is a chlorine-free and powered by oxygen to
help dissolve stains and remove them from fabric fibers.
• Fill the scoop included with your OxiClean™ to Line 2 per gallon of water for typical stains.
Fill to Line 4 for extra tough stains. Dissolve completely.
• Submerge the item and soak for between 1 and 6 hours. For best results, soak for the full
6 hours.
• After soaking, wash the item(s) as you normally would with detergent, following the instructions
on the label. Then add OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover to your drum with your clothes to 		
boost the stain-fighting power of your regular detergent, following instruction on the label.
Removing Red Wine
If you knocked your wine glass over and spilled wine on your lap, don’t despair. We’ll show you
how to get wine stains out of clothes in five easy steps. The power of OxiClean™ Versatile Stain
Remover is formulated to tackle food-based stains and lift them out of fabric fibers. For wine
stain removal success, do the following:
• Mix a solution of OxiClean™. Use warmest water possible according to fabric care instructions.
Do not boil.
• Fill the scoop to the Line 4 per gallon of water. Follow the instructions on the package and
mix until completely dissolved.
• Submerge wine-stained items in the OxiClean™ solution.
• Soak for 1-6 hours. For best results, soak for the full 6 hours. After soaking, transfer the items 		
to the washer and wash as you normally would with your detergent and add a full scoop of 		
OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover to the drum with your clothes.
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STAINS
STAINS
Keeping uniforms in game-day
shape maintain the brightness
and quality of your school’s
uniforms by remembering
these simple guidelines

Always test OxiClean™ and OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover™
on an inconspicuous area of the garment, inside cuff, collar, or hem,
prior to use. Since it doesn’t contain any chlorine bleach, you can use
it on all washable white clothes, as well as colored fabrics. Do not use
on wool, silk, leather, or clothes labeled “dry clean only.” Always refer
to packaging for directions and manufacturer’s care label.

Removing Uniform Stains
Don’t cringe during a game watching that uniform get dirty. OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover
is up for the challenge. Always refer to packaging for directions and manufacturer’s care label.
Act fast—fit presoaking into the game plan—it’s just as important as washing when it comes
to preserving the quality of uniforms beyond one season. Always test OxiClean™ on an
inconspicuous area first. Rinse, and allow to dry. Safe on colorfast fabrics only. Always follow
manufacturer’s instructions for water temperature and for the item being cleaned. Do not use
on wool, wool blends, silk, silk blends, leather or on fabrics labeled dry clean only.
• Fill scoop to line 4 per 1 gallon of water. Submerge stained items in solution after dissolved.
• Soak for 1-6 hours. Depending on severity of stain, some stains may require more time to soak.
For best results soak for 6 hours.
• Wash as normal with detergent and OxiClean™ Versatile Stain Remover.
• Wash uniforms inside out – This reduces potential peeling of letters or numbers and
dye transfer.
• Avoid the risk of chlorine bleach spills – Instead, just add a scoop of OxiClean™ Versatile Stain 		
Remover to your detergent to.
• Use low/air setting in dryer – Very high heat can shrink uniform fabric and cause letters and 		
numbers to peel, bubble and crack. The best option is to air dry uniforms—especially
polyester ones.
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